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Definitions ofSensibility1, valid for the phase corresponding with the short flowering period ofmelodrama (1775 
- ca.1790), maintain a positive emphasis on the ability of individual sense perception as the window to a richer 
life of feeling, despite the fact that the «empfindsam» attitude - and most of its utterances, of which melodrama 
was one - became increasingly subjected to scrutiny.2 
Perceptive aptitude and sensory acuity were seen as conditions for prompt and reliable judgment by the 
faculty («Vermögen») of feeling of information received through the senses, even independently from cerebral 
assessment, and considered worthwhile attributes in the pursuit of perfectibility, a highly esteemed aspiration 
within the climate of enlightened «Bildungs»-tendencies. 
The outward signs of heightened awareness, growing assertiveness as weil as considerateness played an irn-
portant role as coded messages in behavioral patterns of a bourgeoisie-in-the-make. 
The «empfindsam» attitude, certainly a by-product of (although in many respects not quite in line with) the 
«Aufklärung», fostered notions ofbenevolent nature, expressed in theories of sympathy and pity, notions which 
played a central part in popularizing philosophy, literature, drama and the arts in general. 
The «empfindsam» habitus was discernible in personal features as «Zärtlichkeit», gentleness and tenderness, 
a penchan: to emotional experience, subtle demonstrations of an in ward culture of (affinities to) such experiences 
and more or less convincing attempts to make these relevant in a context of civil virtue. 
Despite the aversion against empty gallantry, the «empfindsam» sphere was always susceptible to elements 
of preciosity and manneredness. 
The implicit dangers of refinement were carefully monitored by moral-pedagogic watchdogs - if not the cen-
sor - and as eagerly countered as the excesses of «stürmische» barbarization, in the name of decorurn, common 
sense or other tried labels for fading, that is, changing values. The broad meaning of the word «moral» with a 
psychological as weil as (increasingly) ethical portage, refers to the high regard in which reflective capacities were 
held: they were the mental operations considered to form the basis of a sensible humanism, under assumption of 
a disputedly innate «Moral Sense», within an overall optimistic (albeit latently utopian) view and expectation of 
a more virtuous and just society, a vision lasting at least until the dust of the barricades in neighbouring France 
had settled; most literary genres (and weeklies) of the time aimed to induce reflections leading to a heightened 
«Selbstgefühl» in the reader or listener: the particular sentiments (in the sense of emotionally engaged opinion) 
being dealt with in a program ofnotions indicative ofthe «empfindsam» sphere. 
While polarization in the development of views regarding the proper materialization of the concept 
«Empfindsamkeit» became increasingly evident during the time of enlightenment-burn-out, that is when melo-
drama enjoyed its greatest popularity, a persistent offensive of the «Ausgleich»-lobby against the «Pest der 
Empfindelei» and in favour of a domesticated Sensibility, exerted much influence, since this <party>, serving the 
educated self-affirming middle-class, was by nature the most confident and verbal one, therefore controlled the 
press and thus the dominant mode ofthought. 
Presenting the «Bürgerschaft» with a «prodesse»-oriented reveille, and integrating it in the irnage of Sensi-
bility with a program marked by «Vernunft»-, «That»- and «Tugend»-inspired vocabulary that took sirnulta-
neously and literary the «Kraft» out ofthe «Sturm und Drang» in order tobend it to more utilitarian purposes, 
this <pressure group> had to tolerate the new theatrical species, which, although in much of its colourful content 
dutifully adhering to ruling pedagogical and moral precepts, by its sheer emotionality had an air of subversive-
ness and unruliness about it. 
Civil criticism ofthe allegedly inherent penchant to freedom from commitment in the concept of Sensibility, 
despite the cult offriendship and letters between like-minded, was one ofthe reasons why later in the period the 
focus on moral action was strengthened and why, where such action was not immediately practicable, strong and 
expressive statements demonstrating the sincerity ofthe empfindsam attitude and feelings were found necessary. 
This can partly explain the increase of pathetic language, that was originally more rare to empfindsam expres-
sion, and that became the poignant mode of melodrama. 
Melodrama3, by its distinctive features, was an eminently «empfindsam» genre, subscribing in its own spe-
cific way to the cherished aim of cultivating the con-fused reasoning ofthe heart, for the purpose of irnproving on 
«Menschlichkeit». 
lt should be realized that the English term, used here for convenience, is a not entirely unproblematic equivalent for «Empfindsamkeit>> 
in all its manifestations in the German context. 
2 For ingredients, positions, definitions, see: Gerhard Sauder, Empfindsamkell, Bd. 1, Voraussetzungen und Elemente, Stullgart 1974. 
3 In the following the tenn «melodrarna» is employed to cover the genre as it was known under many d11Terent tags m the late eighteenth 
century. See: Wolfgang Schimpf, Lyrisches Theater. Das Melodrama des 18. Jahrhunderts, Göttingen 1988, pp. 12-16. 
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The essential subject matter of melodrama, according to a contemporary statement, was the «Entwickelung 
der Leidenschaft, wo die Seele in einem hohen Grade thätig ist»4 and Koch's important lexicon ernphasized its 
«empfindsam» condition by saying that it should «als lyrisches Kunstwerk, ein Gefühl im Objekte darstellen». 5 
Rössig's terrn «Entwickelung» promised more than was usually delivered, since the development of charac-
ter, plot or problem and logical generation of affections and passions were often conspicuously simple. This was 
the more noticeable by fairly comrnon emergency constructions in the dramatic make up, arising from the neces-
sity to reconcile the limited average span of a melodramatic work with the customary use of highly expressive 
language. Rather than developing passions, melodrama showed a catalogue ofmomentary emotions in surprising 
or even erratic juxtapositioning, sometimes in almest baroque contrast, leaning toward the grotesque, at other 
times with subtle transitions from one affect to another. 
The substance ofmelodrama was commonly made up from motifs, rather than constituting a unified or even 
coherently meaningful theme: it was precisely by means of a broad diversity of icons that empfindsam «moral 
grace and dignity» was conveyed in short-wave oscillations (honoring Gellert's «kleine Bewegung»), a proce-
dure which did not require a long concentration span from the audience. 
The intensity and irregularity in style with which this dictum was pursued, although not palatable for every-
one, served to convince the audience of the integrity of the sentiments exposed and to enthuse it into a state of 
abandonrnent and inner involvement in the kaleidoscopic exposition offeelings. Those who were unable to expe-
rience it in this way would complain that it was irritating: «Gerade diese ewig beginnende und ewig schwei-
gende Musik ist es, die das langsam schleichende Melodrama noch länger aufhält, und uns unaufhörlich 
mitleidige Wünsche für die geängstigten Helden und Heldinnen, die als Selbstpeiniger vor uns erscheinen, und 
für das Ende ihrer Quaal auspresst [ .. . ]».• 
One ofthe things we leam from this critical sample, is that the discontinuity ofthe music was experienced as 
being a more disturbing factor than the pauses in the rhythrnically free spoken text. The observation regarding 
the «continual pitiful desires» and «self-torrnenting» could not be more accurate: the struggle of the persona(e) 
in the given (inner) conflict situations of the drama, exemplified by resistance to forces from inside as much as 
outside, and then, yet, the «gewollte Hemmung zur Glorie der Tugend zu erheben, ist die so typisch empfind-
same Leidensgebärde».7 
While the presentation of a broad variety of emotionally charged clues was a conscious strategy to captivate 
the «popular audience» for whom melodrama in the first place was intended (Rahill), the author would also find 
occasion to irnpart specimens of his «Weltweisheit», the depth of his psychological insight («Erfahrungsseelen-
kunde») and the width ofhis eclectic «Gelehrsamkeit» to the more disceming part ofthe public. 
Nowhere more than in melodrama is it valid what has often been said regarding the <content> of literature and 
music of Sensibility: that it conveyed a <how> rather than a <what> : just the nourishment of the bittersweet pleas-
ure of perceiving a manifold of nuances in cornmunicated expressiveness centering around melancholic-pityful 
self-feeling as a basically self-sufficient purpose, which might then be followed by acknowledgment of the inten-
tions by means of appropriate signs, a demonstration of the actual impact of the emotional experience and reflec-
tion upon it, and eventually proof of a degree of identification with a vaguely moral tenor. 
Today we cannot help feeling (quite undiminished by reasonably inforrned feeling), that the disparate moral 
referents are somewhat appended or superimposed, since they are scarcely integral to the (underdeveloped) charac-
ters, and seem to act somehow as a compulsory gesture to justify the work as a whole. 
In such moral irnport we recognize stoic derivatives, which mixed weil with epicurean down-toning of the 
passions and pietistic frustration management e.g. as sublimation in «Innerlichkeit», and other forrns of «emp-
findsame Hemmung» (see under) which gave a new - and amazingly long - lease of life to notions as «Zufrie-
denheit», «Mässigkeit», «Gelassenheit» and «Besonnenheit», notions which ranged high in the classical 
orientation of empfindsam irnprint. 
One instance of such manufactured morale occurs at the very end of Götz' s Lenardo und Blandine, when the 
king-father, in an (for a change!) underproportionate reaction to the death ofhis daughter, exclaims: «Unbesonne-
ner Vater! » and then his princely ill-advisor «zur Erde bohrt»; here we have a kind of schooldrama - medley of 
archaic quick-affect-changes, a verbal tribute to the empfindsam reflection-topic, and the <true> irrational reflex of 
the shattered man, who is unable to react «vemünftlich» . The negation of «Besonnenheit», a cardinal virtue 
since antiquity, in this sequence of actions, is aimed at inciting the positive reaction in the audience and gives 
an «empindsam» turn to the whole. 
lt was a precarious undertaking staging a theatrical phenomenon of which the sole substance consisted in a 
«soul that is active to a high degree», with essentially one or two, rarely three or more (subsidiary) characters, 
in a compositional formula that in itself reflected the «inquietude», the raised tonus, so typical of the «empfind-
4 Carl Gottlob Rössig, Versuche im musikalischen Drama, nebst einigen Anmerkungen iiber die Geschichte und Regeln desselben wie 
auch iiber die Moralität und Vor/heile des Theaters, Bayreuth 1779, p. 9. 
5 Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches l exicon, Frankfurt 1802, Reprint: Hildesheim 1985, cols. 945/946. 
6 «Ueber das Melodrama», in : Neue Bibliothek der schönen Wissenschaften und der freyen Künste 37 (1788), p. 194. 
7 Hugo Friedri ch, Abbe Prevost in Deutschland. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Empfindsamkeit, Heidelberg 1929, p. 3. 
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sam» habitus, showing a nervous alternation of fractions of spoken text and instrumental music, whereby gesture 
and mime formed the <cement> ofthe performance. 
lt is evident that the success of a melodramatic work was particularly dependent on the skill, magic and -
not least - the insight ofthe actress/actor in the stirrings of the human soul : Johann Friede!, an actor himself, 
stressed that anyone of his profession who could not boast a firm dose of «Selbstgefühl» should not touch this 
genre (the «Duodram» ).8 [n order to seize the soul of an audience, the actor/actress would have to bring his/her 
role with much conviction, which required, according to Friede! - borrowing authority from Riccoboni Sr. -
to overdo it by «zwo Spanne». 
Had Rössig demanded «den treffendsten und vollsten Ausdruck» for melodrama to keep the audience steadily 
«in gleicher Theilnehmung und Wärme»9, the pathetic mode was aimed at evoking a degree of enthusiasm in 
the listener that would stimulate a higher state of «Selbstgefühl»: in Heydenreichs (1790) construction, the intel-
lect did not necessarily have to form a barrier, but could weil participate in such a process. These desiderata 
placed the esthetic experience in a new frarne beyond the reach of mere taste criteria; the work of art was to exert 
an overwhelrning effect, even to the critic: «seine Vernunft [muss] nicht Zeit haben, eine Reihe von Warums zu 
verfolgen; die Wirkung muss durch urplötzliche holde Bemächtigung und Überwältigung des Ganzen Wesens 
jede frage nach dem Grund ersticken[ ... ] die Vernunft muss zum hellen Gefühle ihrer selbst Ubergehen». '0 
Pathetic declaiming was the gateway to sublime images and feelings , and while not all species of «Erhaben-
heit» might clairn «empfindsam» signature, the genuine shiver («Schauer») in the face of properties and propor-
tions beyond comprehension and instilling fear belonged indefeasibly to the sphere of latter day Sensibility. 
«Pathetisch outrieren» (Richerdt) and «Shakespearisieren» at one end ofthe affective scale gave reliefto more 
typically empfindsam utterings in the spirit ofYoung, Ossian, or native folksong at the other end : the sigh, the 
«plainte», the sympathetic «Bebung» and expressions of designed Frustration as a figure of mind. 
The fact that some ofthese works enjoyed «great acclaim» (Goethe: with irony) was certainly not due to a 
generally :;ympathetic stance of many a self-appointed «Kunstrichtern; critical reception was, on the contrary, 
often fierce and adversely tuned and many prefaced or otherwise professed intentions of authors and/or composers 
bore witness to the awareness that public favour could not be expected on the basis of facility and interest of plot, 
internal logic or specifically dramatic qualities, but had to be gained from a kind of <entertainment value> that 
related immediately to the eagemess ofthe individual member ofthe climbing class (for a complex of reasons on 
which I cannot elaborate within this format) to get her/his share in the «great, great Sensorium of the World» 
(Sterne), that is: the stamp ofthe indispensable personal quality of sensibility. 
Juxtaposition, as the governing structural principle of melodrama, not only applies to the alternation of fiav 
tions of spoken text and music - with the occasional junction to cause the «herrlichste Wirkung» (Mozart) -, 
but operates at many levels; where «Mannigfaltigkeit» is favoured over «Einheit» - even in instances where 
there is verbal adherence to a theoretical ideal of balance - the «gothic» disposition to string together a variety 
of metaphors and images by association leads to the composition of the «Bilderkette» which also features in 
other literary genres oftbe later eighteenth century.11 
The unity-tenet of the classicizing stream, leading some composers to intelligently employ motifs of remi-
niscence, forerunners of «Leitmotive», did not notably alter the eclectic orientation and preferences of authors, 
composers and public. Besides, melodrama was not intended as a venue to accornrnodate views pertaining to tbe 
classicizing tendency, but rather to stand as the last bastion of «empfindsam» expressiveness. 
Juxtaposition correlates with redundancy, which I consider as the prominent didactic-pragmatic strategy 
responsible for the success of our lyric-dramatic genre in an era when the waves of the literary Urge and Surge 12 
reached wider shores. 
The inner paradox ofmelodrama, to convey the image of an au fond anxious, vulnerable, hesitant, disoriented 
but perceptive «empfindsam» individual in a sufficiently powerful way to generate «Effekt» (to use a contempo-
rary mode-word) in the theatre, justified the recruitrnent and collage-like mounting of the most divergent ele-
ments. 
Remarkable is the fact that melodrama made indiscriminate and grateful use of any available poetic theory. lt 
shows that conventional rhetoric was still current next to the mew rhetoric> of feeling: among the abundance of 
figures we find, naturally, the exclamation (melodrama has been characterized as an extended exclamation), rhe-
torical question, divisio and dubitatio and similar figures for the savoured situations of indecisiveness, disorien-
tation and variations upon the cliche <dove som; there is a high instance of anadiplosis and other figures of repe-
tition, the highly indicative figures of changed word order (transgression) and omission to express wonderment, 
astonishment and a high state of emotion, e.g. aposiopesis/ellipsis; among the figures less commonly used are 
8 Theater-Journalfiir Deutschland 1 (1777), p. 77. 
9 C.G. Rössig, Versuche im musikalischen Drama. 
10 K.H. Heydenreich, System der ifsthet,k, 1790; cit. Richard Erny, «Lyrische Sprachmusikalität der Vorromantik», in: Literatur und Mu-
sik, ed. by Steven Paul Scher, Berlin 1984, p. 185. 
11 August Langen, «Anitude und Tableau in der Goethezeill>, in : Jahrbuch der deutschen Schillergesel/schaft 12 (1968), p. 200. 
12 1 propose «Urge and Surge», to rcplace the usual lranslation «Storm and Stress» 
- --- 1 
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the «erhaben» prosopopoeia, and even - although there is not too much room for it - the lingering digression 
to the benefit of dramatic effect (e.g. a locus as suspensio). 
The most characteristic and original gesture of the «empfindsam» habitus, the suspiratio («Seufzern), was 
still used to great effect in melodrama, while in more classicizing strains of music the «chain of sighs», as l 
would call it, bad transformed into the line of beauty, the «Schlangenlinie». 
The suspiration as stylisation ofbreathing was highly informative ofthe emotional state ofa character; Herder 
gave a philosophical basis to the general understandig of this fact, when he wrote that the equation of breath and 
soul formed the root ofthe genesis ofhuman language: «die Seele hiess der Otem». 13 
Andromeda und Perseus. Ein Melodram im Klavierauszug von Herrn Capellmeister A[nton] Zimmermann [Text von Wolfgang Ritter von 
Kempelen] , Wien, Artaria [1781], S. 6 
The firstsententious lines in Von Kempelen' s/Zimmermann'sAndromeda und Perseus (1781), which forma concentrated text-
insert in the entry-march with an explanatory and mood-setting function, show, together with the musical responses, a sequence 
of typically «empfindsam» gestures: lamentatio, ellipsis, suspiratio, deprecatio, quaestium, exclamatio and tolerantia. 
lt is worthwhile giving attention to some ofthe subtleties in this very short (but representative for the genre) fragment of only one 
single page in the pianoreduction: 
the final chord of the first march-segment, before the spoken text, is a gravely established picardian C-Major; after the 
lament <<Ach! ach! », which the music imitates and reinforces, the lonely d-flat of the exclaiming Seufzer in the upper voice has 
all the expressive reminiscence of the anachronistic Neapolitan chord, however, without this being stated unequivocally: it is only 
suggested; at the moment when in the principal voice the d-flat is sounded, the wailing gesture of the accompagnying/supporting 
figura, a suspiratio, is breathing (while the d-flat is harmonically undefined because of the rest, the term «rest» is inappropriate 
here since the breath-moment is an integral and expressive part of the - if not audible then certainly visible - gesture); just 
when the Neapolitan chord seems to become confirmed with the repeat of the Seufzer, the suspiratio is repeated a step Iower, 
now confirming the appoggiatura-character of the d-flat. The sophisticated nuance in emotional loading of both figures is 
achieved by means of subtle ambiguity, appealing to aptitude («Empfindlichkeit») for «petits perceptions». Zimmermann com-
bines the exclaiming «Seufzern and the breathing and drooping (descending sequence) suspiratio to great effect, the impression 
of Kassiopea ' s «Verzweiflung» is heightened by the tentativeness and designed indetermination in the precise affective <placing> 
of the conventional gestures. 
The elliptic «Ich deine Mörderinn! » evokes a melodic gesture with an erratic/energetic profile, ending though with the inver-
sion of the Seufzer: an imploring curve {deprecatio). 
The words «Unglückliches Schlachtopfer!» intimate the reiteration of the sigh-annex-suspiration: the sigh losing energy 
{descending) when repeated, the suspiration descending by even !arger interval {distancing between upper voice and the suppor-
tive, sympathetic third-parallels), suggesting hopelessness and inescapability from destiny. 
The question «Kannst du mir verzeihen?» is urgent, the major key sounding expectant, but to bring the incongruity of the 
question to awareness (and not just because ofthe background information implied) the gesture !ums at once back into the realm 
of defeatism: the minor ending is significant. The descending sequence following the exclamation «Ha! zu grausam!» anticipates 
the continuation of the march towards the inevitable, using all the previous expressive ingredients, whereby the Seufzer and sus-
piratio become to some extent neutralized in the quietening cadence, depicting the mental state of resignation («Gelassenheit»). 
Apart from these traditional figures, melodrama displays sediments of current interest in Greek metre, Hebrew 
parallellism in biblical sublirnity, Ossianic irnitations, and a variety of idioms borrowed from every walk of life, 
13 Herders Slimtliche Werke , ed. by Bernhard Suphan, Bd. V, Berlin 1891 , p. 78. 
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standard phrases and fresh cliches, pietistic icons and mystic images flushed together in a strangely secular con-
text, particles from medieval ballad, «Totentanz», reminiscences ofthe «Tagelied» and intimations of folksong 
and many other motifs. 
The function and «empfindsam» nature ofmusic in melodrama can be epitomised in the thesis that ellipsis 
was elevated to operate as working-principle of the genre. 
Not just in the sense that momentum was gained from dissonant (elliptic) endings of musical <inserts>, but at 
a higher level, that instrumental music had developed to a stage of being fully understood as the ideal vehicle for 
carrying the emotion (if not thought to be reflection) further where verbal expression had reached its limit in 
ineffability («Unsagbarkeits»-topos). 
Since textual ellipsis was as powerful in emotional expressivenes as it was delicate in view of the necessity of 
retaining understandability ofthe course of <actiom for a broad audience, its application was necessarily limited 
in a context where conveying the <Story> was at odds with the primarily pathetic interest. 
lf one would then expect the music tobe the main bearer ofthe more pathetic content, one might think find-
ing support in a - quite unique - statement ofthe before mentioned «Schauspieler Friede!»: «Was ist das 
auszeichnende des Duodrams? Der Dialog? - Nimmermehr! - Die Musik allein ist es». 14 But, most likely, 
Johann Friede! was only saying here in a positive way that it was not the fable, transferred by dialogue, that was 
ofmain concem. In not claiming the honour for bis own profession he was too modest, since the magic of gestus 
and vultus was often and obviously for many the overpowering experience. 
lt is my observation that in general the role ofmusic in melodrama, while playing a crucial part in arousing 
and quelling the passions, is one that exerts in relation to the pathetic radius of the text a beneficial <empfindsa-
me Dämpfung>. 
(University ofMelbourne, Parkville, Australia) 
14 Theateryaurna/ for Deutschland 19 {1782), p. 48. 
